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# install devtools if you don’t have it already
install.packages(“devtools”)
# install the development version of superheat
devtools::install_github(“rlbarter/superheat”)
# use superheat
library(superheat)
superheat(donor.matrix,
# set heatmap color map
heat.pal = brewer.pal(5, “BuPu”),
# grid line colors
grid.vline.col = “white”,
# right plot: HDI
yr = hdi.match.2014$rank,
yr.plot.type = “bar”,
yr.axis.name = «Human Development Ranking»,
yr.obs.col = region.col,
# top plot: donations by year
yt = organs.by.year,
yt.plot.type = “scatterline”,
yt.axis.name = «Total number of transplants per year»,
# left labels
left.label.col = adjustcolor(region.col, alpha.f = 0.3),
# bottom labels
bottom.label.col = “white”,
bottom.label.text.angle = 90,
bottom.label.text.alignment = “right”)
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In the last issue of the Bulletin, the aims and recent activities of the STRATOS initiative were
described. This initiative is divided into a number of topic groups, which provide a focus for specific
research methodologies. Here, we introduce the Missing Data topic group.
Missing data are ubiquitous in medical and social research, and there is a long history of methods for
coping with the difficulties they raise. As the Figure illustrates, early work (dating back at least to 1926)
was largely computational, addressing the question of how to perform the analysis when data are
missing. Later, the focus switched to establishing a valid inferential framework when data are missing,
giving rise to an array of methods for handling missing data including multiple imputation, inverse
probability weighting and Bayesian methods. This research has also linked with work in non-parametric
statistics and gave rise to doubly robust estimation (which seeks to combine the best of imputation and
inverse probability weighting). How best to handle missing data remains an active area of research,
which has recently been brought together in the Handbook of Missing Data Methodology (Molenberghs
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et al, 2015).
Most researchers, whether or not they have a formal statistical training, are aware of the challenges
missing data raise, and at least some of the approaches available. In particular, multiple imputation
has become increasingly popular for handling missing data, fuelled by the development flexible
software that is now available in all the leading statistical software packages.
However, in our experience, many researchers remain unclear about the practical value of more
sophisticated approaches like multiple imputation compared with restricting the analysis to those with
no missing data. Often, they may also be unsure about how methods like multiple imputation, full
information maximum likelihood, the Expectation-Maximization algorithm and inverse probability
weighting relate to each other, and the practical implications of this in their specific setting.
The Missing Data topic group is working to address these issues through a series of linked papers.
Following the aims of the initiative (Sauerbrei et al,2014( we seek to address three audiences: those
engaged in quantitative research, but without a formal statistical training (level 1); those with a
statistics training to masters level (level 2), and those interested or active in missing data research
(level 3).
The topic group consists of researchers known internationally for their work across the broad spectrum
of theoretical and practical methodology for missing data: Rod Little (Michigan, USA), Andrea
Rotnitzky (Harvard, USA), Joe Hogan (Brown, USA) Els Goetghebeur (Gent, Belgium), Ian White
(UCL, London), Kate Tilling (Bristol, UK) and Melanie Bell (Arizona, USA). James Carpenter (London,
UK) and Katherine Lee (Melbourne, Australia) chair the group.
The topic group played an active role in the 2016 STRATOS workshop at the mathematical sciences
research centre in Banff, Canada, where James gave an overview lecture ‘Handling missing data in
observational studies: challenges for teaching and research’, which is publicly available at
www.stratos-initiative.org/node/49. Building on this, currently the Topic Group has three papers close
to submission, which will be highlighted on the STRATOS website when they are available
(http://stratos-initiative.org).
The first paper, led by Rod Little, compares three popular methods for handling missing data in a social
science setting: complete cases, weighting and multiple imputation. This paper is aimed at researchers
with relatively little formal statistical training, and uses a simple example from the UK’s Youth Cohort
Study, a publically available dataset, to build intuition for how biases may be caused by missing data,
and the pros and cons of these approaches. It includes practical guidance on which methods are
preferable in which situations.
The second paper, led by Katherine Lee, targeted at those using observational data for medical
research, is likewise aimed at researchers with relatively little formal statistical training. Building on
related work in clinical trials (which is primarily concerned with missing outcome data), this paper aims
to provide and illustrate a practical framework for the analysis of partially observed data and
subsequent reporting. Again this paper will include a worked example from the Youth Cohort Study
along with example code.
The third paper addresses statisticians, and discusses both theoretically and with examples, the utility
of key approaches to the analysis of partially observed data, in particular: full Bayesian analysis,
multiple imputation, inverse probability weighting, doubly robust estimation, direct maximum likelihood
and the EM algorithm. This paper will include the statistical code for each of the approaches and will
be based on an example from a publically available dataset so that readers will be able to re-create the
analyses presented. The aim in this paper is to providing the necessary tools for researchers wishing
to apply these approaches in practice.
As missing data, and in particular the most appropriate way to handle the issues it raises, varies
depending on the setting and the statistical models required for analysis, TG1 is also linked to other
groups in the STRATOS initiative, particularly the Initial Data Analysis (STRATOS Topic Group 3),
Measurement Error Misclassification (STRATOS Topic Group 4) and Causal Inference (STRATOS
Topic Group 7).
The Missing Data Topic Group is keen to stimulate interactions with other researchers; James and
Katherine welcome any comments and suggestions on its work, future issues that would be useful to
consider and illustrative datasets.
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Solution to the Mathematical Riddle of Vol 34 3rd
issue
Let’s see if you can solve this riddle – What is the larger number you can create by moving only
two matches? The digits in this number should be similar in size. You are not allowed to
change the place of digits, just to move two matches.
* Please ignore the Hebrew! IBS does not reserve the rights for this riddle.
The solution to the last issue’s mathematical riddle was:

The five individuals who answered correctly were:
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